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An effect of the position of notch-doping layer in 1-lm GaN Gunn diode on threading dislocations

(TDs) distribution is investigated by transmission electron microscopy. Compared with the

top-notching-layer (TNL) structure, the bottom-notching-layer (BNL) structure can efficiently

reduce the TDs density and improve the crystal quality in the transit region of GaN Gunn diode

because it exhibits twice-transition of growth mode from atomic step flow to layer-by-layer

nucleation and leads to a significant annihilation of TDs before penetrating into the transit region.

X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy reveal that the BNL structure has less compressive

stress than the TNL structure.VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3685468]

Gallium nitride (GaN) based Gunn diode is one of prom-

ising candidates in terahertz source technology because of its

high frequency and high output power. There have been

numerous theoretical researches for GaN Gunn diodes work-

ing at terahertz frequencies in recent years. However, the

high-quality epitaxial growth and device process for GaN

Gunn diodes have been yet behind the expectation so far. A

real fabrication of GaN Gunn diode with a 5-lm long transit

region was reported which demonstrated dc I-V characteris-

tic instead of rf output performance and the expected oscilla-

tion frequency is several tens of GHz.1 Actually, GaN Gunn

diode with the transit region of 1lm or shorter is required to

generate an oscillation at around 200GHz,2,3 in which case a

notch-doping layer can improve the stability of Gunn domain

forming and propagating through the transit region because

it promotes the space-charge perturbation therefore shortens

the dead zone at the beginning of the transit region.4,5 To

meet the requirement of GaN terahertz Gunn diode, it is

essential to obtain high-quality GaN active layer, which is of

some difficulties because state-of-the-art GaN epitaxial

growth technology is behind that of traditional III-V com-

pounds. This letter reports a GaN epitaxial growth for

nþ-n�-n-nþ structural GaN Gunn diode with around 1-lm
thick transit region. Transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), Raman scattering, and high resolution x-ray diffrac-

tometer (HRXRD) are employed to reveal the influence of

different notch-doping structures on the crystalline quality of

epitaxial. This work aims to pave a way for further GaN de-

vice fabrications in terahertz technology.

In this letter, we propose two types of epitaxial growth:

one with an n� notch-doping layer at the bottom of transit

region, i.e., bottom-notching-layer (BNL), and the other at

the top of transit region, i.e., top-notching-layer (TNL), in

sequence of the epitaxial growth. The schematic diagrams of

GaN Gunn diodes with BNL and TNL structures are shown

in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, where the length of

transit region is set as 1 lm and the notch-doping layer is set

as 0.2 lm. In experiment, both structural GaN epitaxials

were grown on c-plane sapphire substrate by using metal or-

ganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) under the same

growth conditions, where an 80-nm thick AlN layer was

grown at 960 �C as a nucleation layer. Trimethylgallium,

triethylgallium and ammonia were used as source gases and

hydrogen was used as a carrier gas. Disilane (DiSi¼Si2H6)

was introduced as Si-doping source. Electron concentrations

of the ohmic contact layer and the transit region were

designed as 1� 1018 cm�3 and 1� 1017 cm�3, respectively,

and the concentration of the notch-doping layer was 1/3–1/2

that of the transit region. In our experiment, an electron con-

centration of around 4� 1016 cm�3 was achieved for

undoped GaN material at room temperature due to the exis-

tence of impurity.6 It was close to designed concentration of

FIG. 1. Schematic diagrams of GaN Gunn diode with (a) BNL and (b) TNL

structures.a)Electronic mail: layang@xidian.edu.cn.
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notch-doping layer; therefore, we chose the undoped GaN as

the notch-doping layer in the actual growth process. After

epitaxial growth, we employed traditional C-V and SIMS

measurements to determine the concentration profiles of two

types of epitaxial structures with results given in Figs. 2(a)

and 2(b), respectively. The results show that the electron

concentration is close to our design.

The multiple-epitaxial samples were analyzed by TEM,

HRXRD, and Raman spectrum. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show

the diffraction vector g¼ 11-20 weak beam cross-section

TEM images of BNL and TNL structural epitaxials, respec-

tively, where each layer corresponding to Fig. 1 is marked:

�—anode ohmic contact (240 nm), �—transit region

(1010 nm), �—notch (196 nm, undoped),�—cathode ohmic

contact (413 nm), �—buffer (650 nm, undoped), �—AlN

(80 nm), and �—sapphire substrate for BNL structure;I—

cathode ohmic contact (196 nm), II—notch (217 nm,

undoped), III—transit region (946 nm), IV—anode ohmic

contact (391 nm), V—buffer (630 nm, undoped), VI—AlN

(80 nm), and VII—sapphire substrate for TNL structure. The

arrows marked in the image label dislocation loops which

lead to TDs annihilation. It is observed in both images that

the density of threading dislocations (TDs) is very high at

the interface between AlN nucleation layer and GaN buffer

layer and drops significantly when TDs propagate over

0.3 lm towards the surface, which means that TDs interact

with each other and result in an annihilation of TDs during

epitaxial growth. There are residual TDs generating and

propagating towards the surface due to the coalescence of

GaN nucleation islands during the initial growth stage. In

this experiment, the as-grown undoped GaN corresponds to

the growth mode of atomic-step-flow, which is a one-

dimensional (1D) growth mode due to high growth tempera-

ture and low deposition rate. While in Si-doped GaN growth,

under high silicon exposure, GaN exhibits Si segregation to

the dynamic growing-surface, which gives rise to a transition

of growth mode from atomic-step-flow to layer-by-layer

nucleation that is a two-dimensional (2D) growth mode. To

clarify the mechanism of epitaxial growth, we propose a

schematic diagram in Fig. 4 to indicate the growth mode

transition between 1D and 2D mode, where (a)-(c) show that

from 1D to 2D and (d)-(f) show that from 2D to 1D. In Figs.

4(a)–4(c), at the interface of dot lines where the growth

mode changes from 1D to 2D, macrostep 1 forms near the

growth mesa associated with a TD, which then advances

towards the dislocation core due to the 2D growth mode.

Macrostep 1 sweeps over the dislocation outcrop, forcing the

dislocation line to bend into a basal plane. As another nearby

dislocation with opposite Burgers vector is swept by the

macrostep 2 and then forced to bend towards the former one,

the dislocation lines meet each other and form a dislocation

loop, i.e., there introduce an annihilation of dislocation lines
FIG. 2. Electron concentration profiles of multiple-epitaxial for 1-lm GaN

Gunn diode with (a) BNL and (b) TNL structures.

FIG. 3. Diffraction vector g¼ 11-20 weak beam cross-section TEM images

of (a) BNL and (b) TNL structures, where each layer marked in the image

corresponds to that in Fig. 1 and arrows label dislocation loops that lead to

TDs annihilation.
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at the interface from undoped layer to doped layer.7–10 At

the same time, the inclination of TDs could introduce misfit

component that released compressive stress.11–13 For the

BNL structure shown in Fig. 3(a), when TDs go over the

GaN buffer layer and approach ohmic contact layer, most of

dislocation lines are forced to bend into basal plane due to

transition of growth mode from 1D to 2D nucleation. These

dislocation lines meet the neighboring lines of opposite Bur-

gers vector to form dislocation loops, which reduces the TDs

density and releases the compress stress. We have calculated

that the TDs density reduces from 5.0� 109 cm�2 to

3.6� 109 cm�2 after this step of suppressing the TDs. Then,

the residual TDs keep on propagating and approach the

notch-doping layer which was grown by undoped as-grown

GaN mode. In Figs. 4(d)–4(f), at the interface of dot lines

where growth mode changes from 2D to 1D nucleation, the

growth mesa associated with a TD is progressively buried by

GaN monolayer due to the low deposition rate; then, the

dynamic growing-surface shows a smooth feature. There-

fore, the continuous replication of TDs occurs due to that

existing steps simply propagate across the growing-surface

at this point. In addition, there are a few TDs generating in

the ohmic contact layer due to the coalescence of GaN nucle-

ation islands. The totally residual TDs approach the transit

region through the notch-doping layer without variation in

magnitude. The growth mode transition from 1D to 2D

nucleation occurs again; therefore, the dislocation lines are

forced again to bend into basal plane and form dislocation

loops with adjacent dislocation. The calculated TDs density

reduces from 3.6� 109 cm�2 to 2.0� 109 cm�2 as TDs pene-

trate from notch-doping layer to transit region. Simultane-

ously, the compressive stress is further released by the misfit

component at the TDs inclination position. After twice-

suppressing the TDs in BNL structure, the TDs density in the

transit region dramatically reduces by 60.0% compared with

that in the buffer layer, which means the crystal quality of

the transit region has been significantly improved. The resid-

ual TDs keep on propagating towards the top surface and go

through the ohmic contact layer without evident change. For

the TNL structure shown in Fig. 3(b), before the TDs pene-

trate through the transit region, there is just once suppressing

on the TDs density by growth mode transition from 1D

(buffer layer) to 2D (ohmic contact layer) nucleation. The

calculated TDs density reduces from 4.8� 109 cm�2 to

4.0� 109 cm�2 after this step. When TDs penetrate into the

transit region, there is no other interruption, so the TDs den-

sity is yet sustained at 4.0� 109 cm�2. A slight density

reduction of around 16.7% means that the crystal quality of

transit region in TNL structure did not obtain sufficient

improvement. When the TDs go through the transit region

and approach the notch-doping layer, the growth mode

changes from 2D to 1D nucleation so that the TDs keep on

propagating without evident mergence. As the TDs approach

the ohmic contact layer, the growth mode changes from 1D

to 2D nucleation, some of the TDs incline at this point. How-

ever, this step cannot improve the crystal quality of transit

region in TNL structure any more. In addition, the compres-

sive stress releases slightly in TNL structure for the less mis-

fit component at the TDs inclination position in depth. Table I

gives the calculated TDs density for two types of structure,

clearly showing that the notch-doping layer position of BNL

structure exhibits remarkable ability to suppress the TDs den-

sity in the transit region of GaN Gunn diode for terahertz

applications.

This special growth way of GaN Gunn diode with BNL

structure not only reduces the dead zone length for stable for-

mation of dipole domain, but also significantly suppresses the

TDs density and improves the crystal quality in transit region.

For the TNL structure, it is similar to uniformly doped transit

region of GaN Gunn diode. The suppression of TDs density

and improvement of crystal quality in transit region are so

poor that would deteriorate the device operation.14 For an

excellent crystal quality in transit region, the effect of disper-

sion on the transition process of dipole domain would be

weaken significantly, so as to improve the frequency and

power output greatly. Therefore, GaN Gunn diode with BNL

structure is much more acceptable in future device application.

We further investigate the effects of notch layer location

on stress and the crystalline quality by means of HRXRD

and Raman spectra measurements. Figure 5 shows curves of

(a) HRXRD patterns measured in x�2h scan mode and (b)

Raman patterns measured under Z (XX)-Z geometry at room

temperature. The 2h position of two samples locates at the

left side of the reference position (34.564�), which means

both samples are under the compressive stress. Compared

with TNL structure, BNL structure shifts much closer to ref-

erence angle corresponding to smaller compressive stress.

The in-plan stress rc can be roughly estimated by Hook’s

law rc ¼ c�c0
c0

� B�,15 where c0¼ 5.185 Å is the lattice constant

for strain-free bulk GaN, B¼ 210GPa is the bulk modulus,

�¼ 0.23 is the Poisson ratio. It shows that the compressive

FIG. 4. Growth mode transition from 1D to 2D (a)-(c), and from 2D to 1D

(d)-(f): (a) macrosteps approach dislocation lines; (b) dislocations begin to

bend; (c) dislocation loop forms and leads to TDs annihilation; (d) growth

mesa associated with a TD begins to be buried by GaN monolayer; (e) GaN

monolayer deposit on the surface and advances towards the top; (f) GaN

monolayer deposition goes over the mesa top and TDs keep on propagating.
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stress of BNL structure (0.406GPa) is approximately half

that of TNL structure (0.853GPa). The accuracy of stress

determination is affected by uncertainty of the bulk modulus

constant and the Poisson ratio.16 We also use the Raman pat-

terns to determine the in-plane compressive strain of two

samples. The expanded spectra of E2 (high) peak area of

GaN use a reference frequency of 569 cm�1. The residual

stress rDx can be estimated by rDx ¼ Dx
k ,

17 where Dx is the

measured Raman shift of the E2 (high) phonon mode with

respect to unstressed GaN, k is a linear stress-shift coefficient
(4.5GPa�cm�1). The compressive stress of BNL structure

(0.467GPa) is approximately half that of TNL structure

(0.933GPa). In addition, the full width at half-maximum at

E2 (high) peaks (FWHME2(high)) of Raman scattering spectra

can also be used to evaluate the crystal quality.18 Figure 5(b)

gives that BNL structure with a FWHME2(high) of 2.5 cm
�1

exhibits much better crystal quality than TNL structure with

a FWHME2(high) of 3.3 cm
�1.

In conclusion, TDs have been efficiently suppressed

twice by the growth mode transition from 1D to 2D nuclea-

tion before penetrating into the transit region in BNL struc-

ture, whereas the suppression of TDs just occurs once before

penetrating into the transit region in TNL structure. Much

more TDs annihilation in BNL structure not only lowers the

TDs density in the transit region but also leaves more misfit

dislocation segments at the basal plane in depth therefore

causes more relaxation of the compressive stress. In this

work, the high intrinsic TDs density is attributed to evident

lattice mismatch between GaN epitaxy and sapphire sub-

strate. It would suggest SiC substrate or GaN homogeneous

substrate to reduce the lattice mismatch so that bring down

the intrinsic TDs density by an order of magnitude. All these

results reveal that GaN Gunn diode with BNL structure is

much more acceptable in future device application for Tera-

hertz technology.
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TABLE I. Variation of TDs density with notch-doping layer position.

Sample

structure

TDs density in

buffer region (cm�2)

TDs density in

transit region (cm�2)

Density

reduction (%)

BNL 5.0� 109 2.0� 109 60.0

TNL 4.8� 109 4.0� 109 16.7

FIG. 5. Comparison of (a) HDXRD measurement at x-2h scan mode and

(b) Raman measurement at expanded spectra of E2 (high) phonon peak area

between BNL and TNL structures.
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